We investigate the gravity system constructed with static scalar fields coupled to asymptotically flat regular reflecting stars. We consider the matter field's backreaction on the reflecting star. We analytically show that there is an upper bound on the radius of the reflecting star. When the star radius is above the bound, the reflecting star cannot support the existence of scalar field hairs. That means large reflecting stars cannot have scalar field hairs.
I. INTRODUCTION
According to the no hair theorem [1] [2] [3] [4] , the asymptotically flat black hole can be determined by the three conserved charges (the mass, angular momentum and charge of the black hole), see references [5] - [19] and reviews [20, 21] . The belief on the no hair theorem was partly based on the physical argument that exterior matter and radiation fields would either go away to the infinity or be swallowed by the black hole horizon. So no field can exist outside a black hole horizon, except when it is associated with the three conserved charges of black hole spacetimes.
Whether there is also no hair theorem in the horizonless spacetime is an interesting question to be answered.
Recently, it was found that the no scalar hair behavior appears in the background of regular neutral reflecting stars. It was firstly proved in [22] that the static scalar field cannot exist outside asymptotically flat neutral compact reflecting stars without a horizon. When considering the nonminimal coupling between the massless scalar field and the gravity, it was shown that the no scalar hair theorem holds in certain range of the coupling model parameter [23] . And in the background of asymptotically dS gravity, it was found that the massive scalar, vector and tensor field cannot condense outside the regular neutral reflecting stars [24] .
Can the no hair theorem obtained in the neural horizonless gravity still holds in the charged horizonless spacetime? In the charged horizonless reflecting shell spacetime, it was analytically found that the static scalar field cannot exist outside the shell when the shell radius is large enough [25] [26] [27] . Moreover, it was shown that charged horizonless reflecting stars cannot support the existence of the scalar field when the star radius is above an upper bound [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . And the no scalar hair behavior also appears in the large size regular star with other surface boundary conditions [33, 34] . However, all the front discussion has been carried out in the probe limit. In this work, we try to generalize the discussion by considering the matter fields' backreaction on the metric and also examine whether there are upper bounds on hairy star radii. This paper is structured as follows. In section II, we construct the gravity system composed of a static scalar field and a asymptotically flat regular reflecting star away from the probe limit. In section III, we analytically show that there is an upper bound for the reflecting star radius. Above the bound, the scalar field cannot condense outside the star surface. Our summary is in the last section.
II. THE GRAVITY MODEL COMPOSED OF SCALAR FIELDS AND REFLECTING STARS
We choose to study static asymptotically flat regular reflecting star spacetimes. In Schwarzschild coordinates, the line element of the spherically symmetric star is [35, 36] 
The solutions χ(r) and g(r) = 1 − 2m(r) r only depend on the radial coordinate r. Since we study the asymptotically flat spacetime, there is χ(r) → 0 and m(r) → M as r → ∞, where M is the total mass of the spacetime.
And the simple Lagrange density with scalar fields coupled to the charged star reads [37] [38] [39] 
Here ψ(r) is the scalar field and A α corresponds to the Maxwell field. We define R, q and µ as Ricci curvature, scalar field charge and scalar field mass respectively.
We assume that the Maxwell field has only the nonzero t component in the form A t = φ(r)dt. Then the equation of the Maxwell field is [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] 
At the infinity, the asymptotical behavior of the electric potential is φ = − Q r , where Q is the total charge within the radius r [28, 29] . The scalar field equation is [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] 
And the metric equations are [37] [38] [39] 
In the linear case, we can simply set ψ(r) = 0 in Eq.(3), Eq. (5) and Eq.(6). The metric solutions are
r 2 , χ = 0 and the Maxwell field outside the star is φ(r) = − Q r , where Q is the star charge and M is the star mass. We define r s as the star radius. In the limit case of Q, M ≪ r s while qQ fixed, non-trivial solutions of Eq.(4) were analytically obtained in [25] [26] [27] . The relations Q, M ≪ r s and
r 2 mean that exterior regions outside the star is assumed to be flat. We should point out that the presence of a charge Q is crucial for the existence of the analytical solution in terms of Bessel functions. With the nonzero term qQ, Q appears in the scalar field equation [25] [26] [27] . As a further step, for nonzero values q, Q and M , we numerically obtained non-trivial solutions of Eq.(4) in the linear limit [28] .
However, all front discussions have been carried out without scalar fields' backreaction. When considering scalar fields' backreaction on the metric, Eq. (4) is coupled with Eq.(3), Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) . In this case of nonlinear coupled equations, approaches in [25] [26] [27] [28] fail and more precise numerical methods are needed. In this work, we analytically show that the non-trivial scalar field solution of nonlinear equations cannot exist when the star radius is above an upper bound. In other words, we prove no scalar field hair theorem for large reflecting stars in the nonlinear regime.
At the star surface, we take the scalar reflecting condition that the scalar field vanishes. Around the infinity, the scalar field asymptotically behaves in the form ψ ∼ A· In order to obtain the physical solution, we set B = 0. And the scalar field satisfies boundary conditions
The mass m(r) within the radius r is given by
where ρ = −T around the infinity [35, 50] . So there is
as r → ∞.
III. UPPER BOUNDS ON RADII OF SCALAR HAIRY REFLECTING STARS
With a new functionψ = √ rψ, the equation (4) can be expressed as
According to (7), boundary conditions ofψ arẽ
Then the functionψ must possess at least one extremum point r = r peak above the star surface r s . At this extremum point, there is the following characteristic relation
With relations (10) and (12), we arrive at the following inequality
It can be transformed into
At the infinity, the asymptotical behaviors of the solutions are φ → − 
According to (9), we have the relation
as r → ∞. Then there is a constant R 2 and for any r r s R 2 , the inequality −2q
holds. So there is the relation
with r s R 1 and r s R 2 . 
with r s R 1 , r s R 2 and r s R 3 .
We assume that star radii satisfy r s R 1 , r s R 2 and r s R 3 , otherwise we have an upper bound
According to (18) and r peak r s , there is
Our analysis shows that the hairy star radius is below the bounds (19) or (20) . That is to say the hairy star radii can be divided into two cases case 1: µr s max {µR 1 , µR 2 , µR 3 }; case 2: µr s max {µR 1 , µR 2 , µR 3 } with µr s 2 √ 3qQ.
In all, we obtain upper bounds for hairy star radii as
with dimensionless quantities according to the symmetry of equations (3-6)
When the star radius is above the bound (21), the static scalar field cannot condense outside the static asymptotically flat spherically symmetric regular reflecting star. That means big reflecting star cannot support the existence of massive scalar field hair. In fact, there are also similar properties in black hole gravities.
According to the no short hair conjecture, the hairy black hole horizon is below the upper bound r H < with η as the exterior field mass [51] . In fact, the numerical results also suggest that big black holes tend to have no massive hair [52] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We studied static massive scalar field condensations outside static asymptotically flat spherically symmetric regular reflecting stars. We constructed a complete gravity model by considering the matter field's backreaction on the background. We provided upper bounds on the star radius in the form µr s max 2 √ 3qQ, µR 1 , µR 2 , µR 3 , where µ is the scalar field mass, q is the charge coupling parameter, Q is the total charge and R i depends on the gravity theories. When the star radius is above the bound, the static massive scalar field cannot condense outside the reflecting star. That means the large regular reflecting star cannot have massive scalar field hairs in the asymptotically flat gravity.
